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ChromaCode: Disrupting Molecular
Diagnostics in the Digital Age
By integrating chemical reactions and digital processing, ChromaCode
has created a lower cost package of tools for expanding the multiplexing
capabilities of existing PCR systems in a segment of the molecular world
that is not well served by current technologies.
Until recently, few entrepreneurs with their feet
in life sciences and high tech succeeded in both, but
Alex Dickinson, PhD, is one of them.
About a decade ago, which is a lifetime in the
rapidly changing molecular diagnostics world, the
electrical engineer and successful high-tech entrepreneur became interested in healthcare. He was
asked to run Helixis, a fledging molecular diagnostics platform company, which was developing a
low-cost, high-speed PCR system, and there he was,
suddenly interested in ways of making molecular
testing more affordable and on the cusp of a career
change (see Sidebar: Crossing the High-Tech, ‘Wet
Science’ Divide).
When next-gen sequencing (NGS) pioneer Illumina Inc. bought Helixis in 2010 for $105 million,
Dickinson stayed on to work on a variety of projects. There, he got a grasp of the potential and
shortcomings of molecular diagnostics, as it currently stood. Due to its powerful sensitivity, PCR’s
ability to provide new diagnostic insights into many
diseases has enabled remarkable advances in medicine, and it has become ubiquitous in clinical laboratories in the last 20 years.
But it is expensive, complex, and labor intensive, limiting its use to sophisticated specialty and
larger laboratories. At the same time, Illumina was
gearing up to bring the even more powerful NGS
to the clinical laboratory. The actual NGS uptake
was excruciatingly slow, however, in part because
laboratories were—and are—short on financing,
funding, and well-trained staff, and doctors did not
know how to use the reams of data it generated.
Rather than dissuading him, these obstacles
highlighted all kinds of possibilities. In 2012, he
and Caltech scientists, Aditya Rajagopal, PhD, and
Rajagopal’s advisor professor Axel Scherer, PhD,

by
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obtained exclusive licenses from Caltech to a set
of digital processing technologies, which was the
genesis of ChromaCode Inc. Scherer is the Bernard
Neches Professor of Electrical Engineering, Physics and Applied Physics at Caltech, director of its
Nanofabrication Laboratory and an expert in optical imaging and microfabrication.
Rajagopal, who was then finishing his doctorate in
electrical engineering at Caltech and is now CTO of
ChromaCode, is the main architect of the technology behind the company. He was applying digital
signal processing (DSP) tools, which are standard
in the engineering and computer worlds, to clinical diagnostics for the first time—in effect marrying cloud-based computer processing with wet lab
techniques. The goal was to develop an innovation
that could enable PCR to fill gaps in the market that
were not satisfied by current PCR or NGS systems,
and give its users a competitive edge against both.
“There are a bunch of players with proprietary platforms and expensive reagents in the PCR world,” says
Dickinson. “If we could use software to enable these
existing platforms to run panels at much lower costs,
PCR could do more targets and it could continue to
compete against NGS in the clinical arena.”
To fine-tune the market opportunity, the founders turned to Greg Gosch, a senior executive at
Luminex Corp., which had built a successful business based on multiplexing technology that greatly
expanded the number of results a lab could obtain
from one sample. Gosch, who played an instrumental role in building Luminex revenues from $30
million to $200 million in nine years, joined as a cofounder of ChromaCode in 2014 and became president and CEO when the company closed its first
round of funding in mid-2015.
ChromaCode is focusing on one of the fastest
growing opportunities in multiplexing: the mid-
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density subsector, which is defined by
its ability to achieve between five and
roughly 50 results simultaneously from
one reaction or channel based on one
sample. Low-plex systems, in contrast,
can obtain a few results from one reaction, and those in the high-plex arena
can deliver dozens or even hundreds
of targets per channel. The former are
best suited for small to mid-sized hospitals, while the latter typically sit in large
hospital and reference laboratories.

to the current laboratory workflow and
yet produces significantly more useful
data. Using HDPCR, it is as easy for laboratories to run one single-plex test as it
is to run a 20-target or greater multiplex
panel. The reduction in labor, instrument time, and reagent utilization compared with alternatives yields savings of
30% to 50% or more, Gosch estimates.
The size of the midplex opportunity in
2018 is $2.2 billion, with a CAGR of 17%,
according to ChromaCode’s estimate (see
Figure 2). Demand is particularly strong in
two key therapeutic areas: infectious diseases and oncology, each of which have
highly specific, different needs.

The product offerings are a mix of proprietary chemistry and software, which
the company calls HDPCR (high-definition PCR). Its beauty lies in its flexibility,
ease of use and cost. It works on any
ChromaCode hasn’t disclosed priorquantitative PCR system, whether open
ity indications. But its ability to play in
or closed, enabling these low-density
syndromic testing in infectious disease,
platforms to increase their testing capaca field that is in its infancy, is one likely
ity to accommodate all clinically relevant
start. In infectious disease, molecular
targets, and at a much lower price point
testing traditionally involves detection
than alternative technologies, offering a
of one or at most a few pathogens at a
vastly more efficient alternative to NGS.
time using common PCR instruments.
By leveraging PCR instrument platforms
However, because the tests don’t
already installed in clinical labs, It fits
include all relevant pathogens, they
well into the current workflow of clients,
result in a lot of false negatives that slow
and does not require them to plunk
down treatment decisions; if a sample
money down for new equipment. In the
comes back negative, the testing must
same way, it enables large, high-volume
continue for another pathogen. Carlabs to cut the number of multiplexing
tridge technologies that test for more
systems they need because
it can process more reactions than existing systems
Figure 1
(see Figure 1).
How HDPCR Works

(HDPCR Figure)

Classical qPCR

Fluorescent Intensity

The technology is based
on two sets of innovations.
The first is proprietary
reagents, which enable
standard Taqman chemistry to create unique optical
curve signatures, each specific to the disease targets
present in the samples.
The second is proprietary
cloud-based algorithms to
read and interpret these
signature curves and convert them into actionable
data. The process involves
only modest modifications

Most informaFon
is unused
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pathogens are very expensive and their
throughput rate is too low for most highvolume hospital and reference labs.
Syndromic testing is the ability to
detect multiple pathogens in one reaction using one sample. The successful
launch of bioMerieux SA’s cartridgebased BioFire FilmArray system for
respiratory disease a few years ago
ignited demand for syndromic testing,
particularly for low volume laboratories that want comprehensive answers
but don’t have many options to choose
from. Because it is easy to use and fast,
the FilmArray has caught on quickly
and dominates the market; bioMerieux
reported 1,700 systems for a variety of
infectious diseases placed worldwide at
the end of 2017. But it isn’t ideal for the
larger hospitals or laboratories, which
must buy multiple machines—in some
cases dozens—to keep up with volume
and is very expensive.
Cepheid (now a subsidiary of Danaher), Luminex and Genmark Diagnostics
Inc. also compete in this space, but each
of their systems has shortcomings, and
none adequately addresses the needs
of high-volume hospital and reference
laboratories. Luminex, for example, is
the only competitor to make a multiplex

HDPCR™
AmpliﬁcaFon done

First derivaFve

Target B amp max
TransiFon Point

Threshold

Target B
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Target A amp max
DetecFon point

Target A amp threshold

Second derivaFve

In classical qPCR, ﬂuorescence curves are analyzed by determining if and when they cross some intensity threshold (le? curve).

In classical qPCR, fluorescence curves are analyzed by determining if and when they cross some intensity threshold (left curve).

HDPCR™ reagents create unique curve signatures, depending on the contents of the reacFon. ExtracFng parameters from the derivaFves

of the curve
and
other
signalcurve
processing
allows
automaFc
detecFon
of the
which
targets
are present
(right from
curve).
HDPCR
reagents
create
unique
signatures,
depending
on the
contents of
reaction.
Extracting
parameters
the
derivatives of the curve and other signal processing allows automatic detection of which targets are present (right curve).

Source: ChromaCode
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system that is suitable for large laboratories, but its workflow is cumbersome
(see Figure 3).
At the other end of the spectrum,
oncology diagnostics is suffering from
an overkill of information. As the field
undergoes a revolution based on
increased scientific understanding of
the molecular mechanisms of various
cancers, diagnostics companies have
stepped up, offering NGS tests that
churn out results from single samples
on hundreds, or even thousands of biomarkers. While helpful for research, the
panels are just too large—delivering

too much data, much of which is irrelevant for clinical decision making, and
all at high cost, says Gosch. Moreover,
reimbursement is spotty, but labs stick
with it because there are few other
treatment options. “Clinicians are starting to say, wait a minute, if all I need is
20 targets to make a treatment decision, why am I paying for thousands?
There is a drive to sort the many, many
targets down to those that are clinically
actionable. The current NGS approach
is a very inefficient way of getting at the
relevant targets,” he observes. Most clinicians just want the markers that are
recommended as standard of care by

Figure 2
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organizations like NCCN and ASCO, but
don’t want to be confused with additional, unnecessary information.”
Colorectal cancer, where much of the
early genomic work was sorted out, is
a case in point. Reflecting the scope of
the problem, leading medical societies (the American Society of Clinical
Oncology, the American Society for
Clinical Pathology, the College of American Pathologists and the Association
for Molecular Pathology) collectively
issued a guideline in February 2017
establishing standards for molecular
testing in colorectal cancer, based on 13
clinically actionable targets and went
so far as to recommend against testing
for some markers that do not have clinical relevance but are routinely tested
for. “It’s a great example of the medical
world saying here’s all this information,
but only some of this can really help the
physician make a decision,” Gosch says.
One alternative is running multiple,
single reaction real-time PCR tests, but
often there is insufficient tumor sample
for all of the reactions and the workflow
is inefficient. In this case, ChromaCode
has the potential to replace NGS with
real-time PCR that generates only necessary test results but uses a fraction of
the sample that would be required by
running separate PCR reactions for each
marker. Not only can ChromaCode testing reduce cost, says Gosch, it improves
turnaround time, which in today’s
oncology world can be up to a week to
10 days for NGS results.
ChromaCode’s lower costs could also
help laboratories navigate reimbursement pressures, which are intensifying as Palmetto GBA and commercial
payors crack down on what they see
as the unnecessary use of high-cost
excessively large panels. Instead, they
are shifting to more case-specific
diagnostic panels, for which ChromaCode’s technology is well suited.
PAMA (Protecting Access to Medicare
Act) implementation is another looming pressure that could motivate some

ChromaCode Confidential
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labs to get tougher on negotiating
prices with suppliers.
These pressures are urgent in the
industry; Luminex, which is already a
low cost supplier (~$70 for a respiratory
panel, compared with ~$120 for a BioFire FilmArray panel, for example), has
introduced flexible pricing, in which customers pay only for relevant portions of
the panel.
ChromaCode is taking a flexible
approach to partnerships with laboratories and instrument suppliers. The
strategy is to sell directly to laboratory
customers, and help them build panels
of interest for use as LDTs (laboratorydeveloped tests). And just as readily, it

is open to working with PCR vendors
that have global scale on ways to optimize on their systems so those companies can address market subsectors
they previously could not compete in.
Whether these take the format of formal alliances or informal arrangements
will be case dependent.
The company is exploring various
commercial models that involve building complete testing applications for
end users or partnerships with instrumentation companies for its proprietary
reagents and software. Because it leverages the presence of existing laboratory
instrumentation, its products consist
of just reagents and software. It has
also recently demonstrated HDPCR’s
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utility using digital PCR (dPCR) technology, which opens exciting new market
opportunities for the technology.
ChromaCode is hardly a bootstrap
operation, given the pedigree of its
founders and investors. The company
has raised $14.5 million to date, from
two anchor VC investors: Domain Associates and New Enterprise Associates
(NEA). The selection of investors was
made carefully. Domain is a traditional
Tier-A life sciences investor, but NEA
is well versed in both tech and life sciences. “Commodity businesses are
horrid unless you are the lowest cost
provider, in which case they are wonderful. That is a key element of ChromaCode,” says Dickinson.

Crossing the High-Tech, ‘Wet Science’ Divide
ChromaCode’s rapid trajectory shows the power of marrying digital technologies and diagnostics—and also just how
relationships serve start-ups in an increasingly scientificallyintegrated world. Staffing at ChromaCode is a mix of traditional life sciences and tech experts who come from top-tier
companies in Silicon Valley, including Illumina, Google Life
Sciences, Qualcomm and elsewhere.
The founders’ long relationships with Silicon Valley and
life sciences experts has helped the company get off the
ground quickly and with focus. Alex Dickinson, one of the cofounders, for example, had started a silicon chip and photonics company, Luxtera, that New Enterprise Associates (NEA)
backed in 2001. The founders of Helixis, which gave Dickinson his entry into healthcare, also came out of Caltech, as did
its core technology. That experience taught Dickinson what
he didn’t know about healthcare, and whetted his appetite
for disruptive diagnostics.
When ChromaCode founders were deciding how to focus, it
wasn’t at all clear that their best opportunity was in the midplex subsector of the market. The initial idea was for the company’s technology to be a life extender for PCR, enabling it to
do more targets, as labs slowly struggled to adopt sequencing. The addition of Greg Gosch as CEO, along with bioMerieux’s acquisition of BioFire for $450 million, plus debt, in
2014, were inflection points; BioFire highlighted the appeal of
a new molecular technology in a corner of the market that was
underserved—syndromic testing for infectious diseases. “The
big datasets have no meaning for most clinical laboratories.

They are short on trained staff and have many platforms to
deal with,” says Dickinson. “And doctors have limited time and
few treatment options for most conditions. In that context, we
talked to lab directors, who suggested that running syndromic
panels on PCR systems would be the perfect application.”
The beauty of focusing on a PCR-driven innovation, as
opposed to NGS, was the ubiquitous status of the technology
in the laboratory, so it did not require underwriting education
for an entirely new technology, he says.
There were other influential relationships in ChromaCode’s
rapid evolution. For funding, the founders sought specifically
only investors who understood both fields. Their initial outreach was to NEA partner Forest Baskett, PhD, a prominent
computer scientist who introduced the founders to Justin
Klein, MD, a partner in NEA’s healthcare group (now a member of ChromaCode’s board). Likewise, Domain Associates,
the other anchor VC, had worked with Dickinson as investors
in Helixis.
Interestingly, Dickinson says, tech investors have been by
and large much more interested in diagnostics than traditional life sciences VCs, perhaps because the latter had been
burned so hard in the past. Indeed, tech investors were early
advocates for sequencing technologies, although, because of
their limited healthcare exposure, their early endeavors had
mixed results, and even Illumina, the shining star in the field,
took years to get to where it is and it got there by buying
Solexa in 2007.
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